Normal vowels are known to have irregularities in the pitch-to-pitch variation which is quite important for speech signals to be perceived as natural human sound. Such pitch-to-pitch variation of vowels is studied in the light of nonlinear dynamics. For the analysis, five normal vowels recorded from three male and two female subjects are exploited, where the vowel signals are shown to have normal levels of the pitch-to-pitch variation. First, by the false nearest-neighbor analysis, nonlinear dynamics of the vowels are shown to be well analyzed by using a relatively low-dimensional reconstructing dimension of 4рdр7. Then, we further studied nonlinear dynamics of the vowels by spike-and-wave surrogate analysis. The results imply that there exists nonlinear dynamical correlation between one pitch-waveform pattern to another in the vowel signals. On the basis of the analysis results, applicability of the nonlinear prediction technique to vowel synthesis is discussed.
I. INTRODUCTION
In the studies of human speech, linear dynamical systems analysis, such as the power spectrum analysis and the linear predictive coding ͑LPC͒ model, is the most popular and standard methodology. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] This is because acoustical characteristics of human speech are mainly due to the resonances of the vocal tract, which form the basic spectral structure of the speech signals. 1 In fact, linear dynamical systems analyses have been widely and successfully applied to speech analysis and synthesis. One example is the analysis of vowels which are known to be well characterized by their power spectral structures, especially by the locations of the several peak formant frequencies. Despite the successful applications of the linear systems analysis, human speech, strictly speaking, is a nonlinear dynamical phenomenon which involves nonlinear aerodynamic, biomechanical, physiological, and acoustic factors. In fact, a variety of vocal fold models are based on nonlinear modeling of the vocal fold physiology and nonlinear aerodynamics. [6] [7] [8] [9] In speech synthesis, the nonlinear physiological models such as the two-mass model 6 and the glottal waveform models [10] [11] [12] are used for the excitation signals of LPC vocoders. Nonlinear dynamical information is also used implicitly in the standard speech coding schemes. For example, in the code-excited linear prediction ͑CELP͒ scheme, 13 a combination of codevectors from codebooks is used to model periodic and aperiodic impulsive components of the excitation signals of LPC. These nonlinear techniques imply that some of the important qualities of speech are inherently characterized by nonlinear dynamics.
Despite the complicated vocal production mechanism, which is usually considered to be high-dimensional, the concept of dissipative nonlinear dynamics 14 implies a possibility that the complex vocal phenomena originate from deterministic nonlinear dynamics with only a small number of state variables. From this viewpoint, nonlinear dynamical system analysis 15, 16 has been recently carried out for a variety of vocal phenomena. [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] For diagnosis of pathological voices, various nonlinear dynamics such as periodic, quasi-periodic, and chaotic dynamics have been analyzed [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] and in nonstationary infant cries possible bifurcation phenomena leading to chaos have been studied. 22 In fricative consonants chaotic dynamics has been discussed 23 and in normal phonation of vowels irregularity in pitch-to-pitch variation has been investigated in terms of low-dimensional nonlinear dynamics. 24 -33 Among these nonlinear speech studies, this article focuses on the nonlinear dynamics of vowels. 24 -33 It has been known that in normal phonation of vowels cyclic changes in pitch amplitudes and pitch periods are observed. 34 By psychoacoustic experiments, it has been shown that this pitchto-pitch variation is indispensable for speech signals to be perceived as natural human sound. [35] [36] [37] [38] Since the naturalness of sound is an important factor for speech synthesis, the ira͒ Electronic mail: tokuda@csse.muroran-it.ac.jp regular property of the pitch-to-pitch variation of vowels is worthwhile investigating.
There have been several studies that considered the effect of pitch-to-pitch variation on the quality of synthesized vowels. It has been reported that the buzzerlike quality of the vowels synthesized by periodic excitation of LPC vocoders can be improved to some extent, if the standard deviations of the pitch amplitudes and pitch periods of the LPC excitation signals are optimized. [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] It has also been indicated that frequency characteristics of the sequences of the pitch periods and pitch amplitudes have strong influence on the voice quality and optimization of such frequency characteristics enhances the natural quality of the synthesized vowels. 36 -38 If the original sequence of the pitch periods and pitch amplitudes obtained from real subjects are available, perceptually transparent speech can be synthesized by using standard speech coding schemes such as the code-excited linear prediction ͑CELP͒ scheme 13 and the multi-band excitation ͑MBE͒ scheme. 45 Such schemes, however, require a huge database or codebooks of pitch data for every voiced phonation of real speakers. They also provide no insight into the physiological mechanism that gives rise to the pitch-to-pitch variation of vowels, since they merely use a database of real pitch signals.
Compared to the conventional techniques, recently developed nonlinear prediction models for vowel synthesis are quite interesting. Townshend 24 and Banbrook et al. 25 used local linear function models, Sato et al. 26 and Tokuda et al. 27 used neural networks, Kubin 28 used polynomial function models, and Mann and McLaughlin 29 and Judd 30 used radial basis function models for the vowel synthesis. They reported that the irregular dynamical property of the pitch-to-pitch variation that contributes to natural vowel sounds is well reproduced by the nonlinear prediction models. Such nonlinear prediction models can provide speech synthesis techniques possibly simpler than the conventional ones in the sense that they are based on the function approximation techniques which do not require any huge database of pitch sequences. Although the conventional nonlinear prediction models that need optimization of many free parameters should be further refined for practical use, it is important to explore a new approach to vowel synthesis.
The studies of the nonlinear predictions imply that a dominant portion of the irregularity of vowels is due to lowdimensional possibly chaotic dynamics, because chaos is the only dynamics that deterministically gives rise to irregular behavior in nonlinear systems. In order to examine the plausibility of the nonlinear prediction models of vowels, it is important to study the irregular property in vowels from the viewpoint of nonlinear systems, especially deterministic chaos. In fact, there exist several studies that report chaotic dynamical properties in normal vowels. By fractal dimensional analysis with reliable dimension estimate technique, 32 noninteger fractal dimension lying between 1.0 and 3.0 was estimated for vowel signals. By the Wayland test, 33 deterministic nonlinearity was detected for normal vowels. Geometrical structure that resembles a typical chaotic orbit is observed by singular systems analysis of time-delay embedding of normal vowels. 25, 27 By Lyapunov spectrum analysis, a positive Lyapunov exponent 27, 31 or weakly positive but close to zero Lyapunov exponent 25 was computed for normal vowels.
Despite these intensive studies, it is still difficult to confirm chaotic dynamics in normal vowels, because reliable estimation of nonlinear dynamical quantities from short-term speech data requires delicate numerical computation. [46] [47] [48] It should also be noted, on the other hand, that analysis of very-long-term data can suffer from nonstationarity. Moreover, we have to be very careful in analyzing and discussing low-dimensional chaos in real-world systems, since noisy data can sometimes mimic chaotic behavior. [49] [50] [51] Rapp et al. 51 demonstrated that the Grassberger-Procaccia algorithm falsely detects low-dimensional chaotic dynamics in artificial data generated by a simple filtering of a purely random number sequence. Since this kind of spurious result may often take place in laboratory experiments, nonlinear systems analysis combined with additional techniques such as surrogate data techniques is recommended. 50, 51 The present article does not directly prove chaotic dynamical properties in vowels. Instead, we investigate strength of nonlinearity in the irregular dynamics of the pitch-to-pitch variation of vowels. Our approach is based upon the method of surrogate data. [52] [53] [54] The surrogate data analysis is a kind of statistical hypothesis testing which is used to detect nonlinear dynamical structure in time series data observed from an unknown dynamical system. We test a null-hypothesis that ''There is no nonlinear dynamical correlation between one pitch waveform pattern to another.'' According to the null-hypothesis, we generate sets of spike-and-wave surrogate data and compute nonlinear dynamical statistics of the original and surrogate data. By observing whether there is any significant difference between estimates of the original and surrogate data, the nullhypothesis is tested.
To our knowledge, a comprehensive analysis of the vowel signals based on the above surrogate method has not been reported. In Refs. 32 and 55, Fourier transformed ͑FT͒ surrogate analysis was carried out for testing nonlinearity in normal vowels. The FT surrogate analysis that is to test a linear Gaussian property of vowels is not really interesting, because vowels are in general not considered to be generated from linear Gaussian processes in speech research. Instead, we examine nonlinear dynamical correlation between the pitch waveforms of vowels by the spike-and-wave surrogate analysis. By showing that there exists nonlinear dynamics in the pitch-to-pitch variation of vowels, we discuss the plausibility of modeling the vowels by nonlinear prediction techniques. Possible application of the nonlinear analysis results to the physiological modeling of vowels is also discussed.
The present article is organized as follows. In Sec. II, details of the vowel signals studied in this article are provided. Pitch-to-pitch variation observed in the vowel signals is also evaluated. In Sec. III, false nearest-neighbor analysis is carried out to study how many dimensions are necessary for nonlinear analysis of the vowels. In Sec. IV, nonlinear dynamics of the vowels are examined by spike-and-wave surrogate analysis. The final section is devoted to conclu-sions of our experiments and discussions on possible application of nonlinear dynamics to speech synthesis.
II. EXPERIMENTAL DATA

A. Speech data
For our analysis, speech signals of five vowels /a/, /i/, /u/, /e/, and /o/ recorded from five subjects are exploited. Each vowel is spoken only once by each subject. We analyze five vowels so that we can consider dependency of nonlinear dynamical characteristics of vowels on the vocal tract shape. If the vocal tract shape gives rise to strong constriction at voiced phonation, we may expect that nonlinearity of the vocal fold dynamics is weakened by a filtering effect of the vocal tract. We study this effect for five vowels. The subject group is composed of three male speakers ͑mau, mms, mmy͒ and five female speakers ͑fsu, fyn͒ with no laryngeal pathology. The speech data are in the standard ATR ͑Advanced Telecommunications Research Institute International͒ database which is accessible at http://www.ctr.atr.co.jp. The speech signals are low-pass filtered with a cut-off frequency of 8 kHz and digitized with a sampling rate of 20 kHz and with 16-bit resolution. The initial transient phase and the final decay phase are removed from all data and the almost stationary part of the data is extracted. As examples, speech signals denoted by ͕x t R:tϭ1,2,...,N data ͖ (N data ϭ2048) are drawn for two vowels /a/ and /i/ ͑subject: mau͒ in Figs. 1͑a͒ and ͑b͒.
B. Pitch-to-pitch variation
It is well known that cyclic changes in maximal peak amplitudes and pitch periods are observed in normal vowel signals. 34 Let us evaluate the level of this pitch-to-pitch variation in our speech data. First, maximum peak amplitudes and pitch periods are successively extracted from each vowel signal by using the peak-picking and zero-crossing method. [56] [57] [58] [59] [60] In our speech data, 15 to 35 pitch periods were extracted from each vowel signal. We call the sequences of the maximum peak amplitudes and the pitch periods amplitude sequence ͑AS͒ and period sequence ͑PS͒, respectively. Then, the standard deviation of the AS and PS is computed for each vowel signal. In order for normalization, the coefficient of variation ͑C.V.͒ is used as a measure for the size of fluctuations in AS and PS, where C.V. stands for the standard deviation of a sequence normalized by the mean. 61 In Figs. 2͑a͒ and ͑b͒, histograms of the mean and the standard deviation of pitch periods computed from our 25 vowel signals are respectively shown. The mean pitch period ranges from 3.5 to 9 ms and the standard deviation ranges from 0.06 to 0.48 ms. As is shown in Fig. 2͑c͒ , the C.V. of pitch periods ranges from 1% to 5.3% and its mode is located around 1.2%. The mode is within the normative range 1.05Ϯ0.40% which was reported for normal voiced sounds. 62 Figure 2͑d͒ shows a C.V. of maximum peak amplitudes computed from the 25 vowels. The C.V. of maximum peak amplitudes ranges from 5% to 29% and its mode is located around 10.6%. The mode is very close to the normative range 6.68Ϯ3.03% which was reported for normal voiced sounds. 62 According to the evaluation of the cyclic changes in maximal peak amplitudes and pitch periods, we can observe a normal level of pitch-to-pitch variation in our speech data. In the following sections, we investigate irregular properties of this pitch-to-pitch variation from the view point of nonlinear dynamics.
III. MINIMUM EMBEDDING DIMENSION OF VOWELS
In nonlinear dynamical systems analysis, 15, 16 it is in general supposed that an observed time series with a single variable is generated by deterministic nonlinear dynamics with a low-dimensional attractor. The first step for the nonlinear analysis of a single time series is to reconstruct a qualitatively similar dynamical trajectory to the original in a relatively low-dimensional delay-coordinate space as 63, 64 x͑t ͒ϭ͑ x t ,x tϪ ,...,x tϪ͑dϪ1 ͒ ͒, ͑1͒ 64 states that when the original dynamical system that generates time series has a corresponding attractor with a box-counting dimension of d A , a topologically equivalent attractor can be prevalently reconstructed in the delay-coordinate space when dϾ2d A . Although the mathematical result provides a sufficient topological condition for avoiding self-crossings of the trajectories in the delay-coordinate space, the natural ques- In order to determine the minimum embedding dimension d E , let us analyze the speech data by the false nearestneighbor ͑FNN͒ method. 65 The FNN method provides a practical computational algorithm for estimating the minimum embedding dimension d E of a time series data. Due to the simplicity of the algorithm and ease of its implementation, the FNN analysis has been widely applied to various real-world data. 16 The FNN algorithm determines the minimum embedding dimension d E by focusing on a topological change in the reconstructed dynamics in delay-coordinate space. Suppose that a time series ͕x t ͖ is reconstructed in delaycoordinate space by Eq. ͑1͒ with the reconstruction dimen- 
ϾR tol ͑ R tol : threshold value͒,
͑4͒
then x(t r ) can be considered as a ''false'' nearest neighbor to x(t) caused possibly by the self-crossing of orbit in the d-dimensional reconstruction space. Hence the condition ͑4͒ provides a first criterion for false nearest neighbors.
There is a second criterion for false nearest neighbors. Since we deal with time series with finite data points, the trajectory distribution can be sparse in the reconstruction space and some nearest neighbors to x(t) might not be so close, i.e., R d (t)ϷR A ͑R A : an attractor size͒. If such distant nearest neighbors are ''false'' nearest neighbors, addition of a new (dϩ1)-th coordinate may stretch their distances by the attractor size and will result in R dϩ1 (t)Ϸ2R A . Hence, for such distant neighbors, the second criterion for false neighbors is given by
where the attractor size R A can be computed as
The ''false'' nearest neighbor is finally defined as the nearest neighbor that satisfies either of the first criterion ͑4͒ or the second criterion ͑5͒.
Figures 4͑a͒ and ͑b͒ show results of the FNN analysis applied to two subject speakers mau and mms, where percentages of the false nearest neighbors of two vowels /a/ and /i/ are drawn simultaneously. The time lag is selected as ϭ3 so that the window length of the delay-coordinates wϭ(d Ϫ1) is set to be nearly equal to the first zero-crossing point of the auto-correlation function when vowel /a/ ͑mau͒ is reconstructed in three-dimensional space. The threshold value is set as R tol ϭ10 and the reconstruction dimension is varied from dϭ1 to dϭ7. In this analysis, ''true'' or ''false'' of only the first nearest neighbor is considered, i.e., rϭ1. Fig. 1͑a͒ in a threedimensional delay-coordinate space (x t ,x tϪ3 ,x tϪ6 ). As is reported in Ref. 27 , Shil'nikov-type dynamical structure can be recognized. ͑b͒ Reconstructed dynamics of the vowel /i/ of Fig. 1͑b͒ in a three-dimensional delaycoordinate space (x t ,x tϪ10 ,x tϪ20 ). The dynamics resembles a quasiperiodic attractor.
FIG. 3. ͑a͒ Reconstructed dynamics of the vowel /a/ of
As the reconstruction dimension is increased from d ϭ1, we see that the percentage of false nearest neighbors is decreased and becomes almost zero for the reconstruction dimension higher than dϭ4 for the two vowels. It is discussed in Ref. 65 that convergence to zero false-nearestneighbor cannot be obtained in a noisy random data, since random data have practically infinite degrees of freedom. This implies that the speech signal of the two vowels can be characterized by relatively low-dimensional dynamics as d р7 and the minimum embedding dimension would be d E ϭ4. For five vowels ͑/a/, /i/, /u/, /e/, /o/͒ and for five subjects ͑mau, mms, mmy, fsu, fyn͒, similar results have been obtained. Hence, the results of the FNN analysis do not seem to depend upon either the vowels or the subjects.
There are preceding studies of FNN analysis of vowels. Behrman 21 reported that six to eight ͑sometimes less͒ reconstruction dimensions are required for nonlinear analysis of normal vowels and Judd 30 reported that four dimensions are necessary to unfold the topological structure of a normal vowel. The present results basically agree with their results.
IV. SURROGATE ANALYSIS
The FNN analysis of the previous section has shown that characteristic dynamics of the vowels can be reconstructed in a relatively low-dimensional delay-coordinate space of 4 рdр7. On the basis of the FNN analysis, let us further examine the nonlinear dynamical structure of the vowels by the method of surrogate data. [52] [53] [54] The surrogate data analysis is a kind of statistical hypothesis testing which is to test a null-hypothesis H 0 that the speech signal is generated from a particular class of nondeterministic dynamical process. In accordance with the nullhypothesis H 0 , sets of artificial time series, called surrogate data, which preserve some of the statistical properties of the original speech signal are created by a surrogate algorithm. Then a discriminating statistic T is computed for the original and the surrogate data. If the original discriminating statistic T origin is significantly different from that of the surrogate data, the null-hypothesis H 0 can be rejected. The surrogate data have the property of ''constrained realization,'' 53 which is to randomize the original data by strictly preserving some of the original statistical properties. It is empirically known that the surrogate analysis is effective for statistical hypothesis testing when a nonlinear discriminating statistic T, whose distribution function is not well known, is utilized.
Among a variety of surrogate data analyses, spike-andwave surrogate analysis is carried out in this study. The spike-and-wave surrogate analysis has been introduced by wave patterns had been considered as noisy components of limit cycle dynamics. By the surrogate analysis that examines nonlinear dynamical correlation between the spike-andwave patterns, nonlinear dynamics that underlies the irregularity of the spike-and-wave patterns was detected in the epileptic EEG signals. In a similar manner, we study nonlinear dynamical correlation between pitch-waveform patterns in the vowel signals.
In the spike-and-wave surrogate analysis, we consider the following null-hypothesis:
H 0 : ''There is no nonlinear dynamical correlation from one pitch-waveform pattern to another.''
A. Surrogate data
In the surrogate analysis, it is a necessary condition that the subject data are stationary. Stationarity means that statistical characteristics of time series do not change in time. Since speech production is inherently a nonstationary dynamical process, we have to be careful when applying the surrogate analysis to speech. Even in a single phonation of a vowel, it is known that vocal tract configuration slightly changes in time. In order to apply the surrogate analysis to stationary parts of the data, relatively short-term vowel signals ͑Ϸ100 ms͒ consisting of about 15 to 35 pitch waveforms are extracted.
Of course, there exists a drawback of using such shortterm data for the surrogate analysis. Especially for computing a discriminating statistic, reliable estimation of the nonlinear dynamical quantity from short-term data is quite a difficult task. [46] [47] [48] In this sense, there is a limitation of analyzing speech signals by the surrogate method which needs to reliably estimate nonlinear dynamical quantities from short-term stationary data.
The spike-and-wave surrogate data can be generated as follows ͑see Fig. 5͒ .
͑1͒ Divide the original speech signal into pitch-waveforms by cutting the signal at the maximal peak amplitudes. ͑2͒ Shuffle the pitch-waveforms and reconnect them with each other in random order.
By this surrogate shuffling, both histogram and pitchwaveform patterns of the original vowel signal are exactly preserved. For the statistical test, 39 sets of spike-and-wave surrogate data are created for each vowel. Figures 6͑a͒ and ͑b͒ show spike-and-wave surrogate signals made from the original speech signals of Figs. 1͑a͒ and ͑b͒, respectively. We see that the pitch-waveform structures of the original speech are preserved in the surrogate data.
In Figs. 7͑a͒ and ͑b͒, the power spectra of the vowel signals /a/ and /i/ ͑subject: mau͒ are compared with those of their surrogate signals. In each figure, the bold line indicates the power spectrum of the original data, while the dotted lines indicate the power spectra of 39 sets of surrogate data. The power spectrum of the original data is covered with FIG. 6 . ͑a͒ Spike-and-wave surrogate data made from the vowel signal /a/ of Fig. 1͑a͒ . ͑b͒ Spike-and-wave surrogate data made from the vowel signal /i/ of Fig. 1͑b͒. those of the surrogate data and hence the original data structure cannot be distinguished from the surrogate data. This implies that linear dynamical quantities such as the power spectrum cannot detect a difference between the original vowel and its spike-and-wave surrogates.
Ifukube et al. 35 studied the effect of pitch waveform fluctuations on the perception of natural vowels. They created a surrogate data from a vowel /a/ in a similar manner with the spike-and-wave method and carried out a listening test. Their psychoacoustic test reported that the surrogate data shuffling instantly destroyed natural perception of the vowel. This implies that the human auditory system is capable of perceiveing the naturalness of human sound in terms of the irregular dynamical structure of vowels. Presently, there is no way to quantify naturalness in terms of the irregular property of the vowels. If a nonlinear dynamical quantity can differentiate the original vowel signal from the surrogate data, such a nonlinear quantity might be a candidate for characterizing the naturalness of the vowels.
B. Wayland translation error
As a discriminating statistic T of the surrogate analysis, the Wayland translation error 66 is exploited.
The Wayland algorithm assumes that a time series ͕x t ͖ is generated from a continuous nonlinear dynamical system and the reconstructed trajectory in the delay-coordinate space ͕x(t):tϭ1ϩ(dϪ1),..,N data ͖ is described by a continuous
Since f is continuous, ''nearby'' data points, e.g., x(t) and x(s), are transformed to nearby states in T-step future, x(tϩT) and x(s ϩT), in the delay coordinate space. With respect to the assumption of continuity in the reconstructed dynamics, the Wayland translation error e trans can be calculated as follows.
For a fixed data point x(t 0 ), called a translation center, find its k-nearest neighbors x(t 1 ),...,x(t k ). Then, with respect to a translation horizon T, the translation vectors ͕v j ϭx(t j ϩT)Ϫx(t j ): jϭ0,...,k͖ are computed. If the neighboring points x(t 1 ),...,x(t k ) are transformed to neighboring points x(t 1 ϩT),...,x(t k ϩT) in T-step future states, the translation vectors ͕v j ͖ are expected to point in similar directions. With respect to the diversity of the translation vectors, the translation error is calculated as
Figures 8͑a͒ and ͑b͒ show the translation errors computed for speech signals of vowels /a/ and /i/ ͑subject: mau͒ and 39 sets of their surrogates. In each figure, error curves are drawn for the original speech data ͑solid line with circles͒ and for the surrogate data ͑solid lines with no circles͒. In order to reduce the statistical error for estimating the translation error of each time series, 20 sets of 301 translation centers x(t 0 ) are randomly chosen and the median of each set of translation errors is calculated. Then the average over the 20 medians is estimated as the translation error e trans . The reconstruction dimension is varied as dϭ2,...,15 and other parameters are set to ϭ10, kϭ4, and Tϭ50.
According to the numerical studies of the Wayland algorithm, 66 Gaussian white noise gives rise to a translation error of e trans Ϸ1 independently of d. Colored noise, on the other hand, exhibits a translation error which monotonically decreases to ϳ0.5 with increase in d due to the sustained autocorrelation. 67 In Figs. 8͑a͒ and ͑b͒, the original speech data give rise to translation error much less than 0.5, namely, e trans Ӷ0.5, with the minimum at dϷ11 in case of ͑a͒ and dϷ8 in case of ͑b͒. This implies that the vowel signals are described by neither Gaussian noise nor colored noise and that the qualitative dynamics of the vowel is well reconstructed with the dimension of dр11. Moreover, the original data exhibit translation error curve which is distinctively lower than those of the 39 sets of the spike-and-wave surrogate data. In fact, for all five vowels ͑/a/, /i/, /u/, /e/, /o/͒ of the five subjects ͑mau, mms, FIG. 7 . ͑a͒ Power spectra of the original speech signal of Fig. 1͑a͒ ͑bold line͒, and its spike-and-wave surrogate signals ͑dotted line͒. ͑b͒ Power spectra of the original speech signal of Fig. 1͑b͒ ͑bold line͒, and its spike-andwave surrogate signals ͑dotted line͒. mmy, fsu, fyn͒, the translation errors of the original data are lower than those of the surrogate data. This means that for all vowel signals the spike-and-wave surrogate hypothesis is rejected with a level of ␣ϭ0.05 ͑ϭ 2 40 ͒. This is in general a strong rejection level for a statistical test and the results are independent of the vowels and the subjects. Therefore, we may conclude that there is nonlinear dynamical correlation between the pitch-waveforms of the vowel signals and such nonlinear dynamics has been destroyed by the spike-andwave shuffling.
In several studies, the pitch-to-pitch variation of vowels is considered merely as noisy components of limit cycles. 17, 20, 23 If the pitch-to-pitch variation was generated from a purely stochastic random noise added to periodic cycles, statistical characteristics of the vowel signals may not have been changed by the surrogate shuffling so significantly. The present results therefore indicate that the pitchto-pitch variation of vowels cannot be simply regarded as random noise added to limit cycles.
We note that the method of generating the spike-andwave surrogate data is based on the extraction of pitch waveforms and their reconnection in a randomized order. By this shuffling, discontinuity can occur at the reconnected points of the surrogate data. This could have an influence on the numerical results of the surrogate analysis. In order to avoid such a problem, an algorithm can be improved by applying, e.g., a smoothing filter to the reconnection points. We consider, however, that this may not change our main results, since our results show strong rejection levels for all vowel signals.
V. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSIONS
The dynamical structure and characteristics of normal vowels have been investigated by nonlinear systems analysis. By the false nearest-neighbor analysis, the minimum embedding dimension required for nonlinear analysis of vowels was estimated to be d E ϭ4. The analysis also revealed that the nonlinear dynamics of the vowels is well reconstructed and analyzed in relatively low-dimensional delay-coordinate spaces with 4рdр10. Then, nonlinear dynamics of the vowels were further studied by the spike-and-wave surrogate analysis which exploits Wayland translation error as the nonlinear discriminating statistic. On the basis of the surrogate analysis, we have shown a possibility that there exists nonlinear dynamical correlation between one pitch-waveform pattern to another in the vowel signals.
Let us consider the present results in the light of the LPC modeling of vowels. In speech synthesis, vowels are usually synthesized by LPC models excited by impulse trains. In the sense that the intervals of the spike trains correspond to the pitch periods of the vowel signals, the present surrogate test implies that the spike intervals for the LPC model should not be mutually independent, but they may have nonlinear dynamical correlation. In conventional speech coding techniques such as the CELP scheme, the impulse excitation signals are selected from codebooks of periodic and aperiodic spike signals. Such schemes are not always efficient in the sense that they require a huge database of pitch sequences. If the intervals of the spike trains have a nonlinear dynamical correlation, such spike trains can be modeled by nonlinear prediction models. The nonlinear prediction models can provide speech synthesis techniques possibly simpler than the conventional ones in the sense that they are based on function approximation techniques which do not require any pitch database. It is our future work to examine plausibility of modeling LPC excitation signals by nonlinear prediction models that reproduce irregular properties of vowels with natural human sound quality.
We finally note that one of the most important applications of nonlinear analysis of vowels is to aid the development of nonlinear models for voice production, which can clarify the physiological mechanism that gives rise to the pitch-to-pitch variation of vowels. It is, however, still difficult to develop such physiological models from the present study, since the present nonlinear analysis is not directly related to voice physiological models. There are several works that attempted to relate nonlinear analysis results to voice physiological models. For example, Herzel et al. interpreted nonsynchronous chaotic dynamics of pathological voice in terms of nonsymmetric vocal fold vibrations. 68, 69 A similar approach to interpret the pitch-to-pitch variation of vowels will be explored in a future study. 
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